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“

Take your time. Just like art. No defined
answer. But read and learn. Take your
time. Walk forward. Look backwards.”
—RAF

“

The fluidity of Virgil’s work is second
to only himself. He’s able to grab onto
your attention with ease, and his work
leads you on a leash through the exhibit,
allowing you to soak up each of the
pieces within.”
—JASLINE

“

Throughout the exhibition you can
see the evolution of Virgil’s work over
the years. Each room reminding you
of his various talents apart from the
mainstream display of his Nike and
Louis Vuitton collabs. His contributions
to pop culture are at the forefront of
this exhibition.”
—NATHAN

Use this zine however you like. You can
use it to see more fully, to think more
deeply, to question more boldly, to
create more freely.
If you feel like sharing, tag us @icateens
or use #icateens.
—Jasline, Nathan, and Raf; ICA Teen Arts
Council Members

FOLD HERE

TOURIST

Throughout Virgil’s
exhibit, he portrays
a lot of his life as
it comes out to be
art. From clothing
lines to music...

It’s
not? Start

now... take a
picture.

“CANVAS“

FOLD HERE

Draw an interpretation of your favorite work.

“CANVAS“
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YOU’RE OBVIOUSLY
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Teen Programs are made possible in part by the Institute of
Museum and Library Services, Award Number MA-10-19-0390-19.

The ICA’s Teen Arts Council and Teen Nights are generously
sponsored by M&T + Wilmington Trust.

Additional support is provided by the William Randolph Hearst
Foundation; the Rowland Foundation, Inc.; The Corkin Family;
the Rosalie Thorne McKenna Foundation; Vertex; the Cabot
Family Charitable Trust; the William E. Schrafft and Bertha E.
Schrafft Charitable Trust; The Willow Tree Fund; the Robert
Lehman Foundation; the Andree LeBoeuf Foundation; and BPS
Arts Expansion Fund at EdVestors.

Converse is committed to supporting movements for
positive social change and amplifying youth voices as they
build the future they believe in.

